ODEON 17.04
Fixes
1) The 'File|Make .par file (and model) compatible with SketchUp has been enhanced. The tool also
fixes surfaces with self-crossings (e.g. butterfly surfaces that which are not allowed by SketchUp).
2) A fix related to import of .3ds files.
3) STIPA update including auditory masking according to 2011 standard.
4) STI(male) and STI(female) - fixed/enhanced octave band filtering.
5) Column header check boxes in the Joblist fixed (did not work).
6) Measurement system. Exclusive mode disabled for output devices no matter the Windows
setting, as Exclusive mode causes the level slider (Windows) to malfunction (the output level being
at maximum no matter the slider position).
7) G(average,early,late, LjAverage) corrected all. All room acoustics parameters using calibrated
values have now G_OffSet added - G's may be wrong in in existing Room Acoustics Parameter Lists
(RAP) - the RAP needs updating to include G_offset - use the factory defaults button in the RAP.
8) Misc. typos corrected.

ODEON 17.03
Fixes
1) Array loudspeaker editor and Array loudspeaker calculation (Auditorium/Combined).
2) Rooms failing to open first time when activated upon export from within Sketchup.
3) .OdeonZipArchive failing to unpack in the special case where files in the archive has been write
protected.
4) Two fixes to the Define Grid dialog.
5) Text alignment when copying text from the energy parameters tab sheet in the multi point
response and pasting into Excel (ISO 3382-3 parameters).
6) Ray tracing issue for Transmission calculations in outdoor calculations.

ODEON 17.02
Fixes
1) Misc. cosmetic fixes in Single Point response display (Auditorium/Combined).
2) Deleting multiple receivers did not always update the receiver list and 3D Edit Source Receivers
correctly.
Enhancements
1) Schröder frequency calculated in the Quick Estimate dialog.

ODEON 17.01
Fixes
1) 3D OpenGL appeared shaded in one side of 3D models on some PC's e.g. HP Elitebook.
2) Multi point ISO382-3 - the default number of decimals in results has been changed from 2 to 1
decimals.
3) The M-shortcut (toggle between simulations and measurements) in Multi point response results
display did not work properly.
4) Intel Performance Primitives - IPP has been updated to latest version - this means faster execution
on the newest CPU's (Odeon Auditorium and Combined).

Enhancements
1) When using the "Make Sketchup compatible" option in Odeon 17 the file name is put onto the
Windows clipboard - then in the Sketchup import it can be pasted into the open dialog in the Import
- simply paste file name in file dialog to select the room and when saving the new imported room
paste the name into the save dialog. This option is particular useful if using SketchUp 8 which cannot
remember the name of the imported room when saving the new room model.

